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Fisherman's Plate
"Chinese Seafood and More"

by neil conway

Fisherman's Plate is a no-frills Chinese restaurant which specializes in
Taiwanese food and seafood items. At first glance, the restaurant, with its
plastic chairs and absence of any kind of decor seems nothing special.
The real value of the eatery is experienced the minute you dig into their
delicious, authentic dishes. Highly acclaimed by regular diners and critics
alike, the restaurant serves scrumptious Taiwanese dishes like chili crab,
garlic prawns, steamed fish and steak served with black bean sauce. You
can sip on some local or Asian beers along with your food or bring your
own choice of alcohol to complement the meal. If you are looking for
authenticity and taste, this is the place to come to.

+27 11 622 0480

fishermansplaterestaurant@gmail.co
m

18 Derrick Avenue, The Courtyard,
Cyrildene, Johannesburg

Red Chamber
"Mandarin Delicacies"

by Calgary Reviews

+27 11 325 6048

Red Chamber is a Chinese restaurant which specializes in spicy Mandarin
specialties. With dim lighting, dark wood furniture, minimalist decor and
cozy tables for two, the restaurant is a nice option for a date. Begin the
meal with their Classic Hot and Sour Soup and go on to try perfectlyspiced appetizers like pork dumplings and spicy seaweed salad. For your
main course, you could try out some of the chef's specialties which
include options like Peking duck, Stir Fried Lamb with Cumin Garlic and
Chili and Ma Po Tofu. The menu also has a wide variety of delicious
vegetarian dishes.
www.redchamber.co.za/

info@redchamber.co.za

6th Road, Corner of Jan
Smuts Avenue, Hyde Park
Corner Shopping Centre,
Johannesburg

Fong Mei
"Authentic Chinese Dishes"

by ginnerobot

+27 11 807 2285

Fong Mei is a cozy eatery which is a part of a popular chain of Chinese
restaurants in the city. Serving delicacies like bok choi, crispy beef,
calamari with salt and pepper, crispy beef and steamed fish, the
restaurant has quite a wide variety of traditional Chinese options to
choose from. The ambiance of the restaurant is warm, welcoming and
perfect for a meal with a group of friends. If you happen to be coming in
with a big group of people, make sure to book a table in advance.
363 Rivonia Boulevard, Johannesburg
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